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1

The first Italian global brand in the office design field.
Me.Work is the brainchild of Lapo Nicoletti to spread the 
“Made of Italy” image as a global concept.

The Italian Brand that since 1982; had been a major consultant 
over a number of manufacturing components. Me.Work goes 
beyond Italian made. It is a concept in which all shareholders 
can be involved and identified through the product.

The phrase “Made of Italy” does not only represent our 
product’s origin; but also our commitment and tradition behind 
every product.

MeWork
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Me.Works begins by exporting and delivering to the end-consumer a product that can be 
perceive by everyone for its peculiarities.
The logo each product bears allows consumers of any language to immediately recall and 
recognize our branding. 
It is for this precise reason that we adopt an English name to our otherwise Italian origins. 
The concept of Me.
Works is to simply create an innovative product that is both minimalistic and essential; that at 
the same time complements in terms of functionality and trend.

Our main goal is to put the end user at the centre of our products. 
Our branding “Me Work” can also essentially be represented by “I Work”; which allows end users 
to identify and develop with our products. 
This process is easily made available as our products are widely customizable to meet office needs.

MISSION VISION

“Representing contemporary culture at its best to create 
workspaces that are more inspirational and productive”

“Alchemy between innovation and creativity in keeping 
up with the trends” 76



With MeWork, we aims to create a completely Italian made brand 
that uniquely combines both innovative style and latest trend to 
ensure that consumers are constantly updated.
Our concept is to highlight the perfect mix between design and 
fashion; and incorporating these two elements into our core business.

MeWork is created to meet and fulfill the demand of the market for a 
mix between design and fashion in office furniture; which coincides 
with our objective to promote the Italian touch in all our products at 
an affordable range, to widen a bigger target market.

...BLACK AND WHITE? To achieve a timeless and classic design, the 
colors black and white are chosen as it is the most predominant, due 
to it being relatable in every season. 
The two colors are the perfect blending for both fashion line and 
interior décor; hence the logo color representation of MeWorks.

“CREATIVE
MINDS

ARE RARELY
TIDY”

...Oftenly are Italian
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WHY BLACK AND WHITE?

Black and White are the perfect colors to 
represent a contemporary trend. 
Both colors when combined, perfectly gives off 
an elegant and clean effect. 
Moreover, black is the iconic color for all trends 
that seeks to emanate a clean, minimalistic and 
elegant finishing.

“Black has it all. White too. Their beauty is absolute. It is the per-
fect harmony”. 
(Coco Chanel)
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Chairs:  RICCIOLINA by Max Design Italy
Panel System:  ME.OS
Storage: CHIC
Partition:  ME.35
Desk System:  ME.DR
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ME.OS

MeOs is the concept whereby 
privacy needs meets 
communication. 
MeOs is a self standing 
panel system characterized 
by continuously straight and 
corner lines, which can be easily 
combined and integrated with 
all MeWork products in creating 
open areas and comfortable 
workstations. 
Configurable with many shapes 
and finishing, its innovative 
engineering systems allows for 

more levels to be added and elevated to deliver a dynamic and efficient solution for all 
evolving office spaces. 
Me.Space panels and upholsteries are the finishing touches to be added onto the MeOs; 
and is available in many colors and materials to be personalized.
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What is common 
between fashion 
and furniture 
design?...
These are the two key sectors 
of creativity that had been 
the influence of one another 
since the beginning for both 
trends and styles.
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Chairs:  SO HAPPY by Max Design Italy
Storage: BASIC
Partition: ME.35
Desk System:  ME.RET
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ME.RET

MeRet is a full system that integrates coherence 
and functionality in operative and formal open 
spaces, making them elegant and efficient. 
The minimal design is founded on the 
monolithic side of the rectangle section, to 
ensure that the product is compact and light 
in every aspect. Highly customizable, with 
different layouts and color combinations 
allows for the work-spaces to be functional and 
adaptable to different uses; from single desk to a 
group working layout with multiple desk. 
The MeRet is a modular and efficient system 
composed of simple elements useful in creating 
multiple and complex working stations.

The MeRet can also be used in multiple other 
combinations provided by MeWorks for a truly 
personalized workspace. 
This ideally also allows for efficient space 
organization to ensure that every inch of space 
is being utilized. 
The product also allows for full customization in 
sizes to meet the needs of clients.

2322



Chairs:  STRATOS by Max Design Italy - X3 by Max Design Italy
Panel System:  ME.OS
Storage: STYLE
Control  Unit System:  CUPS
Desk System:  ME.HA
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CUPS aka Control Unit Panel Systems is a link-hiding, multi tasking, fully 
accessorizable self standing panel system which allows users to integrate 
any sort of technological device or accessories.

The accessories can be placed both inside and outside, as well as all 
around the profile; which is developed precisely for this functionality. 
CUPS can also be configured linearly with connecting bases, to allow 
wiring to be distributed evenly and to remain hidden. 

CUPS can also become a base for meeting tables or be an open meeting 
system by itself. 
Its linear and monolithic design makes it one of the best options for 
multipurpose systems; due to its vast accommodating features, such as 
screen integrations.
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“Colors2016”
Quarz pink

&
Serenity light blue
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Chairs:  STRATOS by Max Design Italy
Desk System:   ME.TRI
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ME.TRI

Advanced functionalities, clean design 
and extreme flexibility are the main 
characteristics of the brand new MeTri 
collection. 
The product is based on a solid structure 
compose by perimetrical traverses and 
joint points for leg storage. 
These are based on a functional profile 
created by MeWork and represents the 
core concept for the product. 
The profile allows for accessories such 
as return-cable, PC, Printing machines 
or any other element to be integrated. 
MeTri is available in a single table, 
teamtable and bench configurations.
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“When Fashion meets 
design…” 3534



Chairs:  VOYAGER
Panel System:  ME.OS
Storage: STYLE
Desk System:  ME.SYNTH
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ME.SYNTH

Synthesis is a manager desk project 
designed around a new concept of 
office work: flexible and dynamic, 
innovative and modern. 
However the work in the office is 
performed, and in whatever way it 
changes over time, Unitable always 
offers top-quality performance.
The design of the system is based on 
a specific concept: providing an 
excellent support that can change as 
work requirements change to offer 
an ideal operational environment.
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When furniture design meets 
fashion trends… 4140



Chairs:  ZED by Max Design Italy
Partition:  ME.35
Desk System:  ME.SQUARE
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ME.SQUARE

MeSquare is the operative office collection dedicated for a 
minimalistic design, featuring a square tube. 
A light structure with thin and strong surfaces is a good solution to 
maintain the functionality and durability of the product.  
MeSquare can be integrated with any storage and cabling solutions. 
The solid and strong structure makes it the ideal product for 
benching and meeting table solutions.
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Chairs:  STRATOS by Max Design Italy
Sofa Family : LINKS
Partition:  ME.35
Bar Stool/coffee table: ME.RELAX
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LINKS

Adapting to changing workstyles and shifting work postures from the conventional to the 
casual. The Links product line creates an innovative seating concept offering anywhere in 
your workspace while offering privacy, efficiency, and comfort. The entire collection can be 
endlessly reconfigured to meet the needs of your space.
Links can integrate technology and furniture to bring people, space and information together 
for greater collaboration and productivity than ever before.
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Made of lItaly 5150



Chairs:  FLASH by Cerantola Italy - VOYAGER - DININHO by Max Design Italy
Partition:  ME.AIR
Desk System: ME.DR
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ME. AIR

Engineering, innovation and design are the 
characteristics of MeAir, which create private 
spaces without sacrificing transparency.
Based on functionality MeAir’s aluminum 
profiles allow to glass or solid panels and 
doors, to create a seamless, unobstructed 
floating enclosure.
The name Air is referred to it’s final looking as 
all glass partition looks like be suspended in 
the air.
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“BLACK AND WHITE”

•	 Opposites that cannot exist. 
•	  Attraction. 
•	 Complementarity.
•	 Strong visual impact
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Partition:  ME.35
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ME.35

Me35 is glass, transparency, brightness, 
lightness and opening: these are the main 
features of a partition wall suitable for the 
current trends in architectural design and 
interior design, which require large spaces 
for meeting and communication places 
without losing functionality and privacy. 
Me35 combines the transparency and 
elegance of glass with the practicality of the 
equipped partition wall.
The design is minimalist. 
Although the peri- meter profile is of a 
reduced size, however Me35 accept a setting 
of 15 mm. for floors not homogeneous.
The single glass is installed in a very easy, 
fast and in safe way; and after a quick 
adjustment, the installation is completed by a 
small covering profile fixed with a snap.
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Follow the 

Italianity

of design
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Chairs:  REVOLUTION by Cerantola Italy
Storage: CHIC
Partition:  ME.35
Desk System: ME.SQUARE
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Desk System: ME.SWITCH
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ME.SWITCH

Me.Switch is a system with a dynamic design that integrates the latest 
design trends. 
It allows users to combine many surfaces, such as with a full metal cover. 
The Me.Switch is one of the latest products from the MeWork portfolio 
that has a fully interchangeable leg system; as such, it is suitable for both 
minimalistic managerial design and a luxury operative solutions as well 
as to be used in waiting areas.

Simple, functional and smart. With a construction inspired by modern architecture.
Each element shares these simple lines. Coming together to improve functionality and productivity.
Adaptable to any functional or space requirements or to any style of organization.
Multiple options in design, materials, technology and finishes for the needs of the modern workplace.

ME.SWITCH offers a range of accessories and auxiliary surfaces so spaces can evolve and adapt with changing needs.

ME.SWITCH enhances collaboration, creativity and teamwork while offering options to ensure privacy and 
personalization of space.
Simplicity is the key.  Simplicity based on strength, functionality and elegance.
A table with strength and style. The sculptural system of tension rods and the structural profile provides a graceful 
rigidity.  A table designed to take center stage.

ME.SWITCH defines the shape of the table -the heart- with a single line. 
A structural perimeter, light yet strong; simple and impactful.
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Control Unit System:  CUPS
Desk System: ME.T2 - ME.FLIP
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ME.FLIP

MeFlips offers the flexibility to organize the workspace or 
meeting point according to the user’s specific needs. 
It can be stacked easily; and is mobile. 
The single foldable flip-up mechanism allows the table to 
be folded easily.

ME.T2

The new series MeT2 is an elegant entry level solution that 
allows for flexibility. 
The product is characterized by the extreme simplicity 
of the leg design that can be further accessorized with a 
coloured tray. 
The leg utilizes the timeless “T shape” design to offer not 
only aesthetically but also functionality to fulfil every 
need possible; be it from a basic-office solution to the most 
sophisticated furniture designs. 
The MeT2 is the final product of both functionality and 
design intermingled. 
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Fashion & Design
Two worlds, oftenly mixing... 7978



Chairs:  SO HAPPY by Max Design Italy - VOYAGER
Sofa:  BETTY by Max Design Italy
Partition:  ME.DR
Bar Stool/coffee table: ME.RELAX
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ME.DR

Me.Dr is a modern and functional furniture line entirely dedicated 
for the executive office, due to its captivating aesthetic effect. 
Me.Dr is the product of modern furniture with a soft touch of 
elegant contrasts. 
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Chairs:  STRATOS by Max Design Italy
Screen and Panel system: Me.Space
Sofa Family : LINKS
Storage: CHICAGO
Control Unit System:  CUPS
Desk System: ME.HA
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ME.HA

Technology and the need for collaboration drive people to work anywhere, in a variety 
of postures. me.ha provide access to power and data within group and social spaces.
Me.Ha height-adjustable tables and benching applications provide ergonomic solutions 
that give people the choice to sit or stand in various height and positions, as to 
guarantee the maximum comfort and flexibility during the whole working day.

8786



MeSpace, comes out where privacy needs meets communication desire: MeSpace panels 
are available in a wide range of finishings and can be upholstered in many colors as to 
guarantee the maximum personalization to create the best and relaxing workspace area.
MeSpace is a self standing system characterized by continues straight and corner lines, 
which can be easy combined and integrated with all MeWork products, creating the basic 
version as modesty or frontal panel.
Privacy panels, linearly combinable one each other, creating a 90° corner, are ideal to 
guarantee the right privacy for many areas (banks, airports, public spaces, shopping 
malls, hotels, etc.). Their easy assembly and their design, characterized by a perimetrical 
aluminum profile, makes it useful and easy to customize a wide range of configurations as 
to meet every requirement.

MeSpace sobresale cuando la necesidad de privacidad se conjunta con el deseo de 
comunicación. Los paneles de MeSpace están disponibles en una amplia gama de 
acabados que pueden ser tapizados para garantizar la máxima personalización 
creando asi, las mejores y más relajantes áreas de trabajo. MeSpace es un sistema 
auto soportado caracterizado por sus continuas líneas y esquinas que pueden ser 
combinados fácilmente con todos los productos de MeWork, utilizándose, en su 
versión más básica como un panel de recato.
Los paneles son combinables linealmente  y creando esquinas de 90 grados, 
son ideales para garantizar la privacidad requerida para muchos tipos de áreas 
(bancos, aeropuertos, espacios públicos, centros comerciales, hoteles, etc.). Su fácil 
ensamble y su diseño caracterizado por un perfil perimetral de aluminio, lo hace 
fácil y práctico para personalizar una amplia variedad de configuraciones para 
cualquier requerimiento.

“WORKING FOR OFFICE ENVIRONMENT”
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Chairs:  FLASH by Cerantola Italy
Storage: CHIC
PanelSystem:  ME.OS
Desk System: ME.HA
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P0812  80x6x120h
P1012  100x6x120h
P1212  120x6x120h
P1412  140x6x120h
P1612  160x6x120h
P1812  180x6x120h
P2012  200x6x120h
paretina divisoria H120
partition screen H120

ST0830  80x2x30h
ST1030  100x2x30h
ST1230  120x2x30h
ST1430  140x2x30h
ST1630  160x2x30h
ST1830  180x2x30h
screen in tessuto
fabric screen

SV0830  80x1x30h
SV1030  100x1x30h
SV1230  120x1x30h
SV1430  140x1x30h
SV1630  160x1x30h
SV1830  180x1x30h
screen in vetro
glass screen

F0808  80x80h
F0810  80x100h
F0812  80x120h
paretina attrezzata “cups”
“cups” wall unit

E1010  100x100x74h
E1212  120x120x74h
tavolo free-standing
free-standing table

E0606  60x60x40h
E0606H  60x60x110h
tavolo break
break table

D1212  120x120x74h
D1412  140x120x74h
D1612  160x120x74h
D1812  180x120x74h
D2012  200x120x74h
D2212  220x120x74h

D1616  160x160x74h
D1816  180x160x74h
D2016  200x160x74h
D2216  220x160x74h
tavolo allineato P160
aligned table D160

C1212  120x120x74h
C1412  140x120x74h
C1612  160x120x74h
C1812  180x120x74h
C2012  200x120x74h
C2212  220x120x74h
tavolo P120
table D120

C1414  140x140x74h
C1614  160x140x74h
C1814  180x140x74h
C2014  200x140x74h
C2214  220x140x74h
tavolo P140
table D140

C1616  160x160x74h
C1816  180x160x74h
C2016  200x160x74h
C2216  220x160x74h
tavolo P160
table D160

D1414  140x140x74h
D1614  160x140x74h
D1814  180x140x74h
D2014  200x140x74h
D2214  220x140x74h
tavolo allineato P140
aligned table D140

B0812  80x120x74h
B1012  100x120x74h
B1212  120x120x74h
B1412  140x120x74h
B1612  160x120x74h
B1812  180x120x74h
B2012  200x120x74h
B2212  220x120x74h
bench allineato P120
aligned bench D120

B0816  80x160x74h
B1016  100x160x74h
B1216  120x160x74h
B1416  140x160x74h
B1616  160x160x74h
B1816  180x160x74h
B2016  200x160x74h
B2216  220x160x74h
bench allineato P160
aligned bench D160

A0812  80x120x74h
A1012  100x120x74h
A1212  120x120x74h
A1412  140x120x74h
A1612  160x120x74h
A1812  180x120x74h
A2012  200x120x74h
A2212  220x120x74h

A0814  80x140x74h
A1014  100x140x74h
A1214  120x140x74h
A1414  140x140x74h
A1614  160x140x74h
A1814  180x140x74h
A2014  200x140x74h
A2214  220x140x74h
bench P140
bench D140

A0816  80x160x74h
A1016  100x160x74h
A1216  120x160x74h
A1416  140x160x74h
A1616  160x160x74h
A1816  180x160x74h
A2016  200x160x74h
A2216  220x160x74h
bench P160
bench D160

B086  80x60x74h
B106  100x60x74h
B126  120x60x74h
B146  140x60x74h
B166  160x60x74h
B186  180x60x74h
B206  200x60x74h
B226  220x60x74h
scrivania allineata P60
aligned desk D60

B087  80x70x74h
B107  100x70x74h
B127  120x70x74h
B147  140x70x74h
B167  160x70x74h
B187  180x70x74h
B207  200x70x74h
B227  220x70x74h
scrivania allineata P70
aligned desk D70

B088  80x80x74h
B108  100x80x74h
B128  120x80x74h
B148  140x80x74h
B168  160x80x74h
B188  180x80x74h
B208  200x80x74h
B228  220x80x74h
scrivania allineata P80
aligned desk D80

A086C  80x60x110h
A106C  100x60x110h
A126C  120x60x110h
A146C  140x60x110h
A166C  160x60x110h
A186C  180x60x110h
A206C  200x60x110h
A226C  220x60x110h
consolle P60
consolle D60

A106A  100x60x74h
A126A  120x60x74h
allungo laterale P60
return desk D60

A086  80x60x74h
A106  100x60x74h
A126  120x60x74h
A146  140x60x74h
A166  160x60x74h
A186  180x60x74h
A206  200x60x74h
A226  220x60x74h
scrivania P60
desk D60

A087  80x70x74h
A107  100x70x74h
A127  120x70x74h
A147  140x70x74h
A167  160x70x74h
A187  180x70x74h
A207  200x70x74h
A227  220x70x74h
scrivania P70
desk D70

modulistica scrivanie
desks forms

modulistica tavoli riunione
meeting tables forms

screen divisori
partition screens

accessori
accessories

A088  80x80x74h
A108  100x80x74h
A128  120x80x74h
A148  140x80x74h
A168  160x80x74h
A188  180x80x74h
A208  200x80x74h
A228  220x80x74h
scrivania P80
desk D80

SL0830  80x1,8x30h
SL1030  100x1,8x30h
SL1230  120x1,8x30h
SL1430  140x1,8x30h
SL1630  160x1,8x30h
SL1830  180x1,8x30h

MP0840  80x1,8x40h
MP1040  100x1,8x40h
MP1240  120x1,8x40h
MP1440  140x1,8x40h
MP1640  160x1,8x40h
MP1840  180x1,8x40h
MP2040  200x1,8x40h
modesty panel
modesty panel

T126  120+120x60x74h
T147  140+140x70x74h
trifoglio
clover

B0814  80x140x74h
B1014  100x140x74h
B1214  120x140x74h
B1414  140x140x74h
B1614  160x140x74h
B1814  180x140x74h
B2014  200x140x74h
B2214  220x140x74h
bench allineato P140
aligned bench D140

bench P120
bench D120

tavolo allineato P120
aligned table D120

screen in legno
wooden screen

P0816  80x6x160h
P1016  100x6x160h
P1216  120x6x160h
P1416  140x6x160h
P1616  160x6x160h
P1816  180x6x160h
P2016  200x6x160h
paretina divisoria H160
partition screen H160

P0812  80x6x120h
P1012  100x6x120h
P1212  120x6x120h
P1412  140x6x120h
P1612  160x6x120h
P1812  180x6x120h
P2012  200x6x120h
paretina divisoria H120
partition screen H120

ST0830  80x2x30h
ST1030  100x2x30h
ST1230  120x2x30h
ST1430  140x2x30h
ST1630  160x2x30h
ST1830  180x2x30h
screen in tessuto
fabric screen

SV0830  80x1x30h
SV1030  100x1x30h
SV1230  120x1x30h
SV1430  140x1x30h
SV1630  160x1x30h
SV1830  180x1x30h
screen in vetro
glass screen

F0808  80x80h
F0810  80x100h
F0812  80x120h
paretina attrezzata “cups”
“cups” wall unit

E1010  100x100x74h
E1212  120x120x74h
tavolo free-standing
free-standing table

E0606  60x60x40h
E0606H  60x60x110h
tavolo break
break table

D1212  120x120x74h
D1412  140x120x74h
D1612  160x120x74h
D1812  180x120x74h
D2012  200x120x74h
D2212  220x120x74h

D1616  160x160x74h
D1816  180x160x74h
D2016  200x160x74h
D2216  220x160x74h
tavolo allineato P160
aligned table D160

C1212  120x120x74h
C1412  140x120x74h
C1612  160x120x74h
C1812  180x120x74h
C2012  200x120x74h
C2212  220x120x74h
tavolo P120
table D120

C1414  140x140x74h
C1614  160x140x74h
C1814  180x140x74h
C2014  200x140x74h
C2214  220x140x74h
tavolo P140
table D140

C1616  160x160x74h
C1816  180x160x74h
C2016  200x160x74h
C2216  220x160x74h
tavolo P160
table D160

D1414  140x140x74h
D1614  160x140x74h
D1814  180x140x74h
D2014  200x140x74h
D2214  220x140x74h
tavolo allineato P140
aligned table D140

B0812  80x120x74h
B1012  100x120x74h
B1212  120x120x74h
B1412  140x120x74h
B1612  160x120x74h
B1812  180x120x74h
B2012  200x120x74h
B2212  220x120x74h
bench allineato P120
aligned bench D120

B0816  80x160x74h
B1016  100x160x74h
B1216  120x160x74h
B1416  140x160x74h
B1616  160x160x74h
B1816  180x160x74h
B2016  200x160x74h
B2216  220x160x74h
bench allineato P160
aligned bench D160

A0812  80x120x74h
A1012  100x120x74h
A1212  120x120x74h
A1412  140x120x74h
A1612  160x120x74h
A1812  180x120x74h
A2012  200x120x74h
A2212  220x120x74h

A0814  80x140x74h
A1014  100x140x74h
A1214  120x140x74h
A1414  140x140x74h
A1614  160x140x74h
A1814  180x140x74h
A2014  200x140x74h
A2214  220x140x74h
bench P140
bench D140

A0816  80x160x74h
A1016  100x160x74h
A1216  120x160x74h
A1416  140x160x74h
A1616  160x160x74h
A1816  180x160x74h
A2016  200x160x74h
A2216  220x160x74h
bench P160
bench D160

B086  80x60x74h
B106  100x60x74h
B126  120x60x74h
B146  140x60x74h
B166  160x60x74h
B186  180x60x74h
B206  200x60x74h
B226  220x60x74h
scrivania allineata P60
aligned desk D60

B087  80x70x74h
B107  100x70x74h
B127  120x70x74h
B147  140x70x74h
B167  160x70x74h
B187  180x70x74h
B207  200x70x74h
B227  220x70x74h
scrivania allineata P70
aligned desk D70

B088  80x80x74h
B108  100x80x74h
B128  120x80x74h
B148  140x80x74h
B168  160x80x74h
B188  180x80x74h
B208  200x80x74h
B228  220x80x74h
scrivania allineata P80
aligned desk D80

A086C  80x60x110h
A106C  100x60x110h
A126C  120x60x110h
A146C  140x60x110h
A166C  160x60x110h
A186C  180x60x110h
A206C  200x60x110h
A226C  220x60x110h
consolle P60
consolle D60

A106A  100x60x74h
A126A  120x60x74h
allungo laterale P60
return desk D60

A086  80x60x74h
A106  100x60x74h
A126  120x60x74h
A146  140x60x74h
A166  160x60x74h
A186  180x60x74h
A206  200x60x74h
A226  220x60x74h
scrivania P60
desk D60

A087  80x70x74h
A107  100x70x74h
A127  120x70x74h
A147  140x70x74h
A167  160x70x74h
A187  180x70x74h
A207  200x70x74h
A227  220x70x74h
scrivania P70
desk D70

modulistica scrivanie
desks forms

modulistica tavoli riunione
meeting tables forms

screen divisori
partition screens

accessori
accessories

A088  80x80x74h
A108  100x80x74h
A128  120x80x74h
A148  140x80x74h
A168  160x80x74h
A188  180x80x74h
A208  200x80x74h
A228  220x80x74h
scrivania P80
desk D80

SL0830  80x1,8x30h
SL1030  100x1,8x30h
SL1230  120x1,8x30h
SL1430  140x1,8x30h
SL1630  160x1,8x30h
SL1830  180x1,8x30h

MP0840  80x1,8x40h
MP1040  100x1,8x40h
MP1240  120x1,8x40h
MP1440  140x1,8x40h
MP1640  160x1,8x40h
MP1840  180x1,8x40h
MP2040  200x1,8x40h
modesty panel
modesty panel

T126  120+120x60x74h
T147  140+140x70x74h
trifoglio
clover

B0814  80x140x74h
B1014  100x140x74h
B1214  120x140x74h
B1414  140x140x74h
B1614  160x140x74h
B1814  180x140x74h
B2014  200x140x74h
B2214  220x140x74h
bench allineato P140
aligned bench D140

bench P120
bench D120

tavolo allineato P120
aligned table D120

screen in legno
wooden screen

P0816  80x6x160h
P1016  100x6x160h
P1216  120x6x160h
P1416  140x6x160h
P1616  160x6x160h
P1816  180x6x160h
P2016  200x6x160h
paretina divisoria H160
partition screen H160
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